3.4 Implementation Strategy

Capital Projects

The timing of the two capital projects proposed for the Chesapeake Biological Lab is provided at the beginning of the capital projects section. The Truitt Replacement is expected to be implemented in the next year.

The I&CS building meets a pressing need for an appropriate library/meeting space as well as a new IT hub for the campus that presents serious challenges to CBL. An interim solution may be needed if funding will not be available in the next five years.

Additional Projects

The balance of the planned facility renewal projects will be scheduled based upon the particular need and system and when it reaches the end of its useful life. These projects will be coordinates with the Capital projects schedule. As the projects involve separate buildings, they can be scheduled on an as needed basis.

Upon completion of the Truitt Replacement, the labs from Mansueti Laboratory will be moved over, freeing up Mansueti for a major renovation.

Upon completion of the I&CS building, the library space in Beaven Hall can be renovated into office space and existing IT space in Nice Hall can also be renovated to an appropriate use for the building.